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Chapter 2251: A Slim Chance of Survival!  

Ye Yuan did not follow up, his brain was in the midst of rapidly revolving. 

It seemed like he still underestimated these two Deva Realm powerhouses’ resolve toward the Limitless 

God Killing Bow. 

The allure of Dao artifacts was too great! 

Men die in pursuit of wealth, birds die in pursuit of food. 

In order to obtain the Limitless God Killing Bow, Riverword almost threw away even his life. 

And these two Deva Realms clearly would not give up so easily either. 

“Shui Yuan and Lonesoul definitely found a tracking expert. Furthermore, this tracking expert is very 

proficient in array formations! To be able to get invited by them, it must be a Deva Realm powerhouse 

too!” Ye Yuan analyzed. 

Shui Yuan and Lonesoul, two great Deva Realm powerhouses, their reputation was extremely 

resounding. It was impossible for Riverword to not know them. 

Ye Yuan also learned of these two people’s names from his mouth. 

Riverword’s face changed and he said with a look of despair, “Then it’s definitely Heavenly Emperor 

Heavenly Eye! His heavenly eye is able to see through all that’s unreal. He is even able to cast time 

recall! Little Friend Ye, leave me behind and escape for your life by yourself!” 

Ye Yuan could not help laughing and said, “It’s too late! Even if you hand the Limitless God Killing Bow to 

them, will they let me go? I originally thought that I did it flawlessly. I didn’t expect that there’s still a 

divine ability like Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s. Looks like it was me who underestimated Deva 

Realm powerhouses!” 

Riverword heaved a sigh, knowing that what Ye Yuan said was true. 

Ye Yuan already got involved in the muddy waters. It was very hard to get out. 

Even if he handed over the Limitless God Killing Bow, these few Deva Realm powerhouses absolutely 

would not let Ye Yuan go. 

As for him, he was currently merely a cripple. 

“Little Friend Ye, it’s me who dragged you down!” Riverword said with a sigh. 

Even if he was an old monster who had lived for no idea how many years, he felt grateful toward Ye 

Yuan too. 

If it were others, they would have long killed and snatched the treasure. 

Not only did Ye Yuan not take away the Limitless God Killing Bow, he even treated his wounds. 

He went from the initial vigilance to the current shedding tears of gratitude. 



Unfortunately … 

“Senior Riverword, do you know what place has extremely powerful restrictions that even Deva Realm 

powerhouses are extremely fearful of?” Ye Yuan suddenly asked. 

“Restrictions?” Riverword was stunned. 

“That’s right! This is our only way out!” Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice. 

Fleeing along the way, Ye Yuan ran through all of his trump cards. Only in the path of array formations 

did he had a lease of life! 

These three people were all Deva Realm powerhouses, their strength significantly stronger than even 

Nineorigin’s. 

Even if he took them into the chaos world, it would also be impossible for Ye Yuan to have any chances 

of victory. 

As for whatever Time Freeze, with his current strength, it would cause negligible interference to Deva 

Realm powerhouses. 

The only path that remained was the Dao of array formations! 

Riverword was an old monster who had lived for a trillion years, his understanding of the Heavenspan 

World must be a lot more than his, that was why there was this ask. 

Riverword had a strange expression as he said, “Restrictions that made even Deva Realm powerhouses 

dread, it will be an even more dangerous place to us!” 

Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice, “Do you want to die or live?” 

Riverword said, “Of course I want to live!” 

Ye Yuan said, “Want to live then stop talking nonsense! Is there such a place or not?” 

Riverword said, “If talking about powerful restrictions, a place that made even Deva Realms dread, then 

there’s only … Eight Void Mountain!” 

Ye Yuan clearly had not heard of this name before, saying, “Eight Void Mountain?” 

Riverword said, “Eight Void Mountain Range is the junction between the Middle Realms and West 

Realms, the boundary of two worlds, stretching continuously for a trillion miles! And on its main peak, 

Eight Void Mountain, there are powerful restrictions everywhere. Legends have it that the Eight Void 

Mountain’s restrictions were set up by an ancient major power overnight and had once annihilated 

countless powerhouses before. The restrictions there stretch for 80 million miles, being incomparably 

massive! But there are indeed many major lucky chances there. Quite a number of people will brave the 

risk to go there and seek out lucky chances. There is even no lack of Deva Realm powerhouses. And 

many Deva Realm powerhouses died there.” 

When Ye Yuan heard, he was extremely shocked in his heart too. 

Overnight, vast restrictions that spanned 80 million miles were formed. It was simply unimaginable. 



How powerful a Formation Dao master to be able to set it up! 

Ye Yuan’s present Formation Dao strength was absolutely great grandmaster class. 

But even making him set up 8000 miles of restrictions overnight, he would find it extremely difficult to 

do. 

This was the difference in level! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent and he said, “Okay, go there! You lead the way!” 

Shinra Ghost Region was in the southwestern lands. They just had to keep on flying in the northeastern 

direction and they would be able to reach Eight Void Mountain. 

Both sides, one party chased and the other fled. Their speed was swift to the extreme. 

However, both parties’ distance was gradually shrinking. 

In merely half a day’s time, it shrunk from the initial one million miles to only 500 thousand miles 

currently. 

At this rate, in merely half a day’s time, the three Deva Realm powerhouses would be able to catch up. 

“Brat, run away! This Deva wants to see how far you can run!” Behind came Shui Yuan’s smug laughter. 

With the strength of Deva Realm, sending out their voices with divine essence, it was not anything hard 

to transmit it for several hundred thousand miles. 

Heavenly Eye was still alright, but Shui Yuan and Lonesoul two people had a stomach full of pent-up 

anger. 

The two of them fought for the Limitless God Killing Bow until the sky and earth dimmed. 

But who knew that a snipe and a clam were locked in a fight, it was only to the advantage of the 

fisherman. In the end, it was actually snatched away by a Riverword who did not want his life. 

However, just as they were about to catch Riverword, Ye Yuan rescued Riverword. 

The two people did not have any solution, and so they spent a huge price to request Heavenly Emperor 

Heavenly Eye to take action. 

With the unexpected turn of events, they finally found the perpetrator now, the two people’s anger 

could be imagined. 

The two of them wished to tear Ye Yuan apart right now. 

Ye Yuan was not affected at all, still increasing his speed to the limit. 

But Riverword frowned hard and said, “No way! We can’t last until Eight Void Mountain like this!” 

Ye Yuan said, “Is there any place ahead with irregular space?” 

Riverword’s eyes lit up and he said, “There is! Go north! With your speed, you’ll reach it in at most half a 

day!” 



Ye Yuan did not say another word, immediately making a turn and headed north. 

Riverword was secretly shocked, he discovered that Ye Yuan’s mind was too stoic. 

Under such enormous pressure, he could still maintain such calm, it was simply not like what a young 

man should have. 

He had lived for a trillion years and also felt that he was not as cool as Ye Yuan. 

Currently, both parties were on a flat road, there was not the slightest bit of ripple in space. 

This way, even if Ye Yuan urged his speed to the limit, he would still be unable to shake off the three 

people. 

But going to an irregular space, Ye Yuan’s spatial law would be able to unleash its greatest effect. 

In irregular space, even though Ye Yuan’s speed would be affected too, the impact on those three 

people would be greater! 

This way, the advantage of Ye Yuan’s spatial law would be magnified, shaking off the three people from 

there. 

Originally, this idea should have been thought of by him, this old man. But he had long already lost his 

cool. 

In an environment where one could not see any hope at all, people who were able to keep their cool 

were truly very few. 

But Ye Yuan was not affected in the least bit. 

Starting from discovering these three people, Ye Yuan’s mind did not have the least bit of fluctuation, 

calm until he was like an ice-cold machine! 

Just how on earth did this boy accomplish it? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2252: Advancing Gradually and Entrenching Himself at Every Step! 

Above the void, several figures flashed away. 

In a short half a day’s time, both parties’ distance already shrunk until there were just a few tens of 

thousands of miles between them. 

This distance was already barely enough to let Deva Realm powerhouses attack. 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s movement technique was too fast. It was very hard for them to lock onto Ye 

Yuan. 

After attacking, they were bound to be delayed for a while, which would let Ye Yuan slip away. 

Moreover, Shui Yuan and Lonesoul two people were both secretly at loggerheads, neither willing to eat 

a loss. 

For caution’s sake, Shui Yuan three people did not unleash attacks. 
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“Brat, you can’t escape! Stop now and hand over the Limitless God Killing Bow. This emperor can spare 

you from death!” Lonesoul said in a clear voice. 

“Boy, you have exceptional talent! As long as you hand over the Limitless God Killing Bow, not only will 

this Deva not kill you, I’ll even take you in as a disciple!” Shui Yuan was not willing to show weakness and 

similarly shouted. 

These two people saw that Ye Yuan was young and goaded him with words from time to time. 

But Ye Yuan completely ignored them. 

By the side, Heavenly Eye smiled coldly and did not speak, secretly cursing the two for being fools. 

He had long detected that Ye Yuan was a young man with extremely strong mental capacity and was 

absolutely not an ordinary person. 

From him hiding from the two people’s eyes and ears, then leaving, then setting up restrictions, as well 

as the spatial node technique, these were all not what the average young man could think of. 

This young man did not only have outstanding strength, but his mind was also even meticulous to the 

extreme. 

It was simply a joke for these two people to want to use words to disturb Ye Yuan. 

However, he did not expose it either. 

Either way, Ye Yuan was already a turtle in the jar. 

Sure enough, before long, Ye Yuan’s voice came from in front. 

“Are the two of your heads kicked by donkeys? Such idiotic games, better don’t play it in front of this 

young master! If you have the capability, chase after!” 

The moment the two people heard, their faces turned green. 

This kid was too arrogant! 

“Brat, after this Deva catches you, I’ll definitely let you taste the feeling of a fate worse than death!” 

Shui Yuan said furiously. 

Both parties’ distance got closer and closer! 

Over 70 thousand miles! 

60 thousand miles! 

... ... 

20 thousand miles! 

10 thousand miles! 

At this distance, the two already had sufficient assurance in being able to seriously injury Ye Yuan. 

“Brat, you’ll die very horribly!” Lonesoul said with a cold smile. 



Finished talking, the two people virtually made their moves at the same time. A terrifying undulation 

rippled out above the void. 

But right at this time, the two people’s faces changed. 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan disappeared! 

Heavenly Eye’s expression changed wildly and he said, “Fine lad, truly cunning! This area is an irregular 

space. In this place, his spatial law is able to unleash its greatest effect! No wonder he suddenly made a 

detour north! It turns out that this is waiting for us here!” 

Only then did Shui Yuan react to it. His expression was grim to the extreme, and he said in a solemn 

voice, “Damn brat, too despicable!” 

Lonesoul said in a cold voice, “After capturing this brat, this Deva will definitely boil him well!” 

A duck that entered the mouth had flown away, the two of their fury could be imagined. 

With this hold-up, the distance that finally managed to shrink was pulled apart from Ye Yuan once more. 

At this point, they did not have other ways too, and could only toughen their scalps and chase. 

But upon entering irregular space, their speed suddenly fell, and they no longer traveled ten thousand 

miles in an instant like before anymore. 

To them, it was like driving on a flat road, then suddenly turning into a mountain slope with irregular 

bumps. 

Irregular space was like a maze. It was very easy for people who did not know spatial law to get lost 

inside. 

Even if they were Deva Realm powerhouses, their perception of spatial law was still very blurry. 

Their current advancement speed was not even as good as an Empyrean’s advancement speed 

normally. 

The more they could not catch up to Ye Yuan, the more anxious they got. 

The more anxious, the slower the speed. 

In the end, both parties’ distance pulled further and further apart. 

“Damn it! Where on earth did this punk pop out from? How can he be so crafty?” Shui Yuan said in an 

explosive rage. 

Lonesoul smiled coldly and said, “Isn’t it still because you’re too dumb?” 

Shui Yuan was greatly enraged when he heard that and said, “I’m dumb? Heh heh, said it like you’re very 

smart! Even if you know he’s running this way, what methods do you have?” 

“Alright, alright, stop arguing! Keep arguing and that punk will be escaping to god knows where! This 

area of irregular space can’t stop us for long. We’ve already left behind divine sense imprints on his 



body. Even if he runs to the ends of the world, he can’t escape either! What I’m curious about right now 

is what on earth does this brat want to do!” Heavenly Eye said with a frown. 

Shui Yuan said, “What can he still do? Take it one step at a time! With his bit of strength, even if he runs 

to the end of the Heavenspan World, he can’t escape the palm of our hands too!” 

Lonesoul sneered and said, “Shut your mouth and listen to Brother Heavenly Eye!” 

Lonesoul had clearly realized it too. Among the three of them, Heavenly Eye had the sharpest mind. 

Heavenly Eye shook his head and said, “I don’t know what he’s trying to do too, but ... with my 

judgment, this boy absolutely won’t be running around wildly like a headless fly! Chase first! See where 

he runs to!” 

The two people stopped talking, displaying their movement techniques to the limits and continued to 

pursue. 

A day later, Heavenly Eye suddenly felt the divine sense imprint left in Ye Yuan’s body suddenly 

accelerate. 

“That brat already exited the irregular space. He’s heading toward the northwestern direction! 

Northwest direction, what place can let him shake off our pursuit?” Heavenly Eye frowned and racked 

his brain. 

Hearing Heavenly Eye’s words, the two people were absorbed in thought. 

“There are quite a number of dangerous places in the northwest direction, Windless Valley, Sea of 

Lightning, Blackwater Marsh, are all in this direction. I reckon that he might be thinking of hiding in these 

dangerous places, make us not dare to chase him further in!” Shui Yuan said. 

Heavenly Eye nodded and said, “There’s indeed this possibility! But along the way, there are quite a 

number of dangerous places. Which one is his target?” 

Lonesoul said, “These dangerous places are all the same to him, all death after entering! I reckon that 

he’ll hide inside when he’s nearby after he’s driven into a corner!” 

Heavenly Eye shook his head and said, “Wrong! He definitely has a target! It’s just that we haven’t 

thought of it yet! This brat is really an interesting opponent!” 

Along the way, Heavenly Eye had witnessed many of Ye Yuan’s means, and this actually caused his 

fighting spirit to set ablaze. 

People all said that he opened his heavenly eye. Actually, what people did not know was that with the 

heavenly eye being opened, the mind’s eye opened! 

Using incredible meticulousness to describe him was all too apt. 

These countless years, those able to compete with him in intellect, he had not encountered before yet. 

It was also precisely by relying on remarkable intellect that no matter which mystic realm he went to, he 

could scheme against his rivals perfectly. 



But along this way, he was plotted against by Ye Yuan dead in his tracks and did not gain any advantage 

at all. 

He had never thought that catching an Empyrean little fellow would actually take so much effort. 

This made him have a feeling of humiliation! 

Not catching Ye Yuan would likely affect his Dao heart, making him have flaws during his next blight 

tribulation. 

A full four days passed. Only then did Shui Yuan three people come out of the intricate irregular space. 

This made Shui Yuan three people have a feeling of going nuts. 

This area of irregular space was huge, they got lost inside many times before finally finding the exit. 

The current Ye Yuan had long already run until he was out of sight. 

Suddenly, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye had a flash of inspiration and said in shock, “I got it! This brat 

is going to Eight Void Mountain!” 

Chapter 2253: Men Die in Pursuit of Wealth, Birds Die in Pursuit of Food! 

Standing at the foot of Eight Void Mountain, Ye Yuan felt an upsurge of emotion. 

The scenery before his eyes made the feelings of admiration in his heart arise spontaneously. 

Being able to lay down such peerlessly magnificent and unparalleled ingenious array formations indeed 

made him have the greatest esteem toward its creator. 

The entire Eight Void Mountain was an ocean of array formations, stretching in an unbroken line! 

This place was like an impassable natural chasm, lying in between the Middle Realm and West Realm, 

separating numerous rivers and mountains. 

It was very hard to imagine that such a colossal starry sea-like array formation was actually set up 

overnight by one person! 

Just what kind of terrifying realm did this person’s Formation Dao strength reach? 

Ye Yuan was unable to imagine it! 

Over 60 years of comprehending Dao, Ye Yuan thought that he had already reached a terrifying realm in 

Formation Dao. 

But in front of the Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions, it was not worth mentioning at all! 

Eight Void Mountain’s grand array, what was truly terrifying was that the area spanning 80 million miles 

Eight Void Mountain was a grand array that blended into one harmonious whole! 

Breaking the restriction by force was equivalent to facing the entire grand array, and would be instantly 

obliterated! 

Hence, challenging the formation must have a formation path master to lead before one could go up the 

mountain. 



Rashly entering the mountain was equivalent to a road that led to death. 

A grand array that spanned 80 million miles, even thinking about it felt terrifying. 

Ye Yuan even felt that this was not what human strength could accomplish at all! 

And looking over, this grand array was formed by one small-scale array formation after another. 

These small-scale array formations were interlinked, forming an organic entity, being incomparably 

harmonious. 

This kind of means was God knows how many times more brilliant than Ye Yuan using the alerting 

restrictions! 

One had to know, setting up a small-scale interlinked formation was easy, because the variables that 

needed to be calculated were relatively few. 

But once the array formation scaled up, the scale of the calculations would skyrocket by no idea how 

many magnitudes of difficulty. 

An 80 million miles colossal array formation, the computational complexity was simply unimaginable. 

This kind of boundary was already not what Ye Yuan could imagine! 

At this very moment, Ye Yuan finally experienced the feeling of there was always someone better, and 

heaven beyond heaven. 

Ye Yuan had a feeling that the Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions were most likely the pinnacle work of 

the Heavenspan Mountain for countless tens of thousands of years! 

“Ye Yuan, do you have confidence?” Seeing this kind of terrifying restriction undulations, Riverword 

could not help swallowing his saliva. 

This place, it was difficult to gauge how many people had died every year in the past. 

Even if one brought a formation path grandmaster here, a moment of carelessness and it would also be 

the outcome of turning to ashes. 

“Are there other paths that can be taken?” Ye Yuan answered with a question. 

Riverword choked, shaking his head slowly. 

“Brat, see where you escape to!” 

Right then, three terrifying auras arrived with a whistle. Shui Yuan three people finally rushed over. 

“Go!” 

Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest, directly turning around. He ascended the mountain. 

Shui Yuan three people’s arrival immediately aroused the attention of numerous powerhouses. 

Apart from the ever-present restrictions, Eight Void Mountain was rather like ordinary mountain ranges, 

being tall and having lush green trees standing in great numbers. 



Of course, there were also many lucky chances. 

Legends said that this grand array had once eradicated countless supreme powerhouses before, leaving 

behind countless lucky chances. 

Hence, there were many powerhouses searching up and down the mountain. 

“Two Empyreans bringing along a cripple actually provoked three Deva Realm powerhouses? Are they 

crazy?” 

“They seemed to be hiding from the Deva Realm powerhouses. That’s why they fled here.” 

“Heh heh, wonder if those three Deva Realms will give any rewards if we kill those few guys?” 

… … 

Everyone was discussing the situation. Right at this time, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye said in a clear 

voice, “Whoever can keep this boy behind, this Deva will reward a peak heavenly emperor spirit 

treasure! Dead or alive!” 

The moment these words came out, the mountain immediately boiled with excitement. 

“Hahaha, boy, want to blame, blame that you shouldn’t have provoked such a powerful existence then!” 

At this time, the formation path master who was the closest to Ye Yuan gave a strange laugh and 

pounced over toward Ye Yuan! 

He was a peak Empyrean powerhouse and also a Seven-star Formation God. 

The array formations at the foot of the mountain, he had already thoroughly familiarized himself with it 

and would not set off the array formations. 

Ye Yuan just gave a cold laugh and snapped his fingers. A stream of divine essence fired at 50 feet in 

front of that person. 

In an instant, an azure flame lit up. That person did not have time to cry out tragically and was already 

burned to ashes. 

Everyone’s faces could not help changing when they saw this scene. 

However, the allure of a peak heavenly emperor spirit treasure made them forget fear, pouncing over 

toward Ye Yuan this side one after another. 

Ye Yuan’s face was cold, his fingers snapping repeatedly, igniting one restriction after another, 

annihilating seven to eight people with a snap of his finger. 

Furthermore, his feet did not stop, walking straight up the mountain. 

When Shui Yuan and Lonesoul saw this scene, their expressions changed drastically. 

“Brother Heavenly Eye, it’s completely useless like this!” Shui Yuan said anxiously. 

Heavenly Eye smiled and said, “This boy’s array formations are extraordinary. The solidness of his 

foundational skills isn’t beneath mine! Originally, I also didn’t count on these fools to be able to keep 



him behind. I just need them to obstruct for a moment and it will be able to let us catch up to him! The 

two of you, follow me. Make sure not to take any missteps! Otherwise, even immortals can’t save you 

guys too!” 

The moment the two people heard, they could not help being overjoyed. 

But in the next instant, Heavenly Eye continued, “Taking action this time already far exceeded my 

expectations. The price that we agreed upon before isn’t enough!” 

The two people secretly cursed the sly old fox, threatening them at this time. 

But at this time currently, it really would not do without him. They could only swear a Heavenly Dao 

Oath and agree to it. 

Done with these, Heavenly Eye took a stride and walked up the mountain. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye was well-deserving of being a super Eight-star Formation God. His 

speed of ascending the mountain was not the least bit slower than Ye Yuan. 

But currently, Ye Yuan had long already annihilated more than a dozen Seven-star Formation Gods and 

scaled to a height of more than a thousand feet. 

After Ye Yuan killed more than a dozen people in a row, there was finally no one who dared to come up 

anymore. 

But right then, the powerhouses on top actually poured down. 

Seeing this scene, Riverword’s complexion immediately turned ashen and he said, “Damn it! The allure 

of a peak heavenly emperor spirit treasure is seriously too great. Even Eight-star Formation Gods are 

tempted too! With this, we’re dead for sure!” 

It was true that Ye Yuan was formidable, but he was restricted by cultivation realm and was not as good 

as Eight-star Formation Gods after all. 

Furthermore, these Eight-star Formation Gods had researched here for many years and were extremely 

familiar with the restrictions here. 

Ye Yuan was in trouble now! 

However, a hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth and he said, “Sure 

enough, men die in pursuit of wealth, birds die in pursuit of food. Since you all want to set off on your 

journey so much, then I’ll send you all off!” 

Done talking, he repeatedly snapped his fingers again, killing the Heavenly Emperor powerhouses that 

rushed up first. 

Seeing this scene, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s pupils could not help constricting and he cried out 

in surprise, “Could it be that this boy doesn’t need to make deductions at all? It should be his first time 

going up the mountain. Why is he so familiar with the restrictions here? This Deva used several 

thousand years’ time when comprehending the restrictions below ten miles back then!” 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s shock was not shot at random. 



On this Eight Void Mountain, each restriction was extremely complicated. 

Formation Dao grandmaster took each step very carefully, akin to treading on thin ice. 

Especially people who came for the first time and were not familiar with the restrictions here, they were 

even less daring to anyhow move. 

A moment of carelessness and there would be the outcome of perishing and Dao dissipating. 

Furthermore, the further up, the more complicated and profound the restrictions. 

The restrictions on top of Ye Yuan’s head, those were all rank eight array formations. Its power was 

immensely strong, being sufficient to kill Heavenly Emperors. 

Ye Yuan had not walked to that place yet, but he could accurately set the restrictions off to explode. 

How could this not shock Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2254: Growing Stronger With Battle! 

With Ye Yuan exterminating Heavenly Emperors with snaps of his finger, those Heavenly Emperors were 

naturally not willing to show weakness too. 

They looked down from a height and had long already gotten the restrictions behind them down to the 

tips of their fingers. Each and every one of them attempted to trigger the restrictions too. 

But Ye Yuan was seemingly like in his own backyard inside the restrictions. 

It was only to see him display his skill in a dazzling manner, hitting onto the nodes of the surrounding 

restrictions, and annihilating all of the attacks. 

Following that, he repeatedly snapped his fingers and exterminated another Heavenly Emperor again. 

This was the magical battle between restrictions. What it competed in was not cultivation but the 

understanding of restrictions. 

Clearly, Ye Yuan’s understanding of the restrictions here far exceeded these Heavenly Emperors! 

“Deal with those two people behind him!” 

Amidst the chaos, no idea who yelled out. Everyone immediately woke up. Attacks smashed over 

toward Riverword and Wild Blade that side. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned dark, the speed of his hands accelerating faster. He actually defended against the 

dozen over Heavenly Emperors’ attacks flawlessly. 

When Heavenly Eye saw this scene, his pupils could not help shrinking and he cried out in surprise, “How 

is this possible? Could it be that this boy came to Eight Void Mountain before in the past? He already 

understands the restrictions here to a transcendent degree!” 

Shui Yuan two people had astonished looks on their faces too. Ye Yuan, a measly little Empyrean, 

actually defended perfectly under the attacks of more than a dozen Eight-star Formation Gods. 
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“Brother Heavenly Eye! Looks like only you personally taking action can deal with him!” Heavenly 

Emperor Shui Yuan said. 

Heavenly Eye’s face fell and he said, “As long as let this old man enters the range within 100 feet of him, 

he’ll die beyond a doubt!” 

Done talking, the three people went up the steps. 

With Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye, this super powerhouse, leading the way, their speed was 

extremely fast. The distance from Ye Yuan was getting smaller and smaller. 

And Ye Yuan’s speed slowed down significantly because of the obstruction of numerous Heavenly 

Emperors. 

Of course, it was primarily still because he had to protect Riverword and Wild Blade two people. 

Riverword’s expression was extremely ugly. He was a Ninth Firmament Heavenly Emperor super 

powerhouse. At present, he actually became a burden to others. 

Seeing Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye and the rest getting closer and closer at the back, he became 

increasingly anxious in his heart. 

“Little Friend Ye, many thanks for your protection along the way! Looks like this Limitless God Killing 

Bow isn’t fated with me. You bring it and continue advancing, don’t care about me anymore!” Riverword 

gritted his teeth and said. 

For Riverword to be able to reach his present realm, he had lived for a trillion years and had experienced 

no idea how many schemes and deception, conspiring and outwitting. 

But such a righteous and loyal person like Ye Yuan, it was still his first time meeting such person in his 

life. 

In this current state, he definitely would not be able to transcend the Deva blight tribulation. 

There was already not much difference between dying sooner or later. 

Rather than becoming Ye Yuan’s burden, he would rather just die. 

“Shut up! Just the likes of these few trash can’t stop me yet! A big grown man is behaving like a girl. 

Don’t you find it humiliating by threatening to commit suicide? Relax! When I can’t hold on, I’ll throw 

you out!” Ye Yuan’s hands moved like lightning as he said with a cold yell. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan fired out another few streams of light, blowing up another Heavenly 

Emperor, making Riverword feel shocked. 

This guy was genuinely strong! 

Dealing with these Eight-star Formation Gods was actually like chopping vegetables. 

If not for the numbers being too many, Ye Yuan would have long rushed forward. 

Riverword turned his head to look and could not help drawing a mouthful of cold air. 



The speed of Heavenly Eye three people coming up was very fast, they were already merely around 500 

feet away from them. 

“Whoever can kill this punk, this emperor will award a heavenly emperor spirit treasure plus three 

Carefree Heavenly Laugh Pills!” 

Right then, Heavenly Eye suddenly roared again, the entire Eight Void Mountain could hear it clearly. 

Carefree Heavenly Laugh Pill was a rank eight spirit medicine. It was hard to get even with a mountain of 

gold! 

With this, even more Heavenly Emperors were moved. 

The surrounding Heavenly Emperor powerhouses swarmed over, practically blocking off the path up. 

Riverword’s expression changed wildly and he said, “This dog thing, really shameless! Little Friend Ye, 

are ... are you really fine? Mn? Little Friend Ye?” 

He discovered that Ye Yuan completely ignored him. 

The surrounding attacks became more and more, countless light motes fired over, dense like raindrops, 

making Riverword’s scalp go numb. 

When Heavenly Eye saw this scene, his eyes revealed a delighted smile. 

Shui Yuan even gave a big thumbs up and said smugly, “Fellow Daoist Heavenly Eye is really brilliant! 

This move will really claim this punk’s life!” 

Lonesoul was serious in speech and manner, but his face also revealed a smile at this time and said, 

“Inviting Fellow Daoist Heavenly Eye this time is really of great help!” 

Heavenly Eye said smugly, “This brat has a sharp mind. Furthermore, his array formation attainments 

are indeed extremely strong. Going to Eight Void Mountain is indeed his best choice. It’s a pity that ... he 

ran into this old man! Heh, playing tricks in front of this old man, this Eight Void Mountain will be his 

burial ground!” 

Puff! 

His voice had yet to fade when another Heavenly Emperor was killed! 

Pffft, pffft! 

This time, it was two! 

Another moment passed, Ye Yuan’s fingers snapped repeatedly, directly annihilating three Heavenly 

Emperors! 

The movements of Ye Yuan’s hands got faster and faster, and increasingly precise. 

Before long, a dozen over Heavenly Emperor powerhouses were actually slaughtered cleanly by him! 

At this time, there were many more Heavenly Emperors that swarmed over. 

But Ye Yuan’s speed of killing people got faster and faster! 



Killing until the back, there was already no one that dared to come up anymore! 

Beside Ye Yuan, Riverword’s eyeballs were almost popping out. 

What happened? 

Just now, he was clearly still being overwhelmed. How did he erupt all of a sudden? 

Heavenly Eye three people were still feeling pleased with themselves earlier. Now, they were directly 

rendered mute. 

“This ... What’s going on here?” Shui Yuan looked at this scene, shocked until he stared dumbfounded 

with his mouth agape. 

Heavenly Eye’s gaze turned intent and he looked over toward Ye Yuan, and could not help sucking in a 

mouthful of cold air. 

“This boy is comprehending the formations! Walking along the way, his Formation Dao strength grew 

stronger again! Just now, he was surrounded, it was just because he wanted to borrow these people’s 

hands to comprehend the array formations! Now ... he comprehended it!” Heavenly Eye opened his 

eyes wide and said in shock. 

By the side, Shui Yuan two people listened until they were dumbstruck with amazement. 

“This boy’s comprehension ability is also too freakish, right?” Lonesoul could not resist complaining. 

Heavenly Eye shook his head and said, “This boy already trod out his own path in Formation Dao! His 

understanding of Formation Dao already pries right at the source! This Eight Void Mountain’s array 

formations is a huge treasure vault to Formation Dao powerhouses. It only depends on whether you 

have the ability to excavate it or not! This boy definitely didn’t come to Eight Void Mountain before in 

the past, so the inspiration that the restrictions here gave to him was huge, letting his strength make a 

qualitative leap within a short time! Hiss ... truly a terrifying lad!” 

Heavenly Eye’s analysis was already very close to the truth. 

Actually, Ye Yuan had been comprehending the formations along the way! 

People should not look at how his speed of scaling the mountain was very fast. Actually, it was just that 

the restrictions at the foot of the mountain were too simple. Ye Yuan was able to deconstruct them very 

quickly and turn them into his. 

All the way until Heavenly Eye used a heavenly emperor spirit treasure as bait to lure Eight-star 

Formation Gods to deal with Ye Yuan. This allowed Ye Yuan to achieve mastery through a 

comprehensive study of the things along the way, and let his Formation Dao strength make another 

qualitative leap. 

Actually, if Ye Yuan wanted to ascend the mountain, he could have long rushed up. 

But Ye Yuan was not in a rush. He was not fleeing for his life, he wanted to match magical powers with 

Heavenly Eye! 

It was just that Heavenly Eye did not know these thoughts! 



Chapter 2255: Pinnacle Showdown! 

Ye Yuan rampaging in all directions finally made those Heavenly Emperors abruptly startle awake. 

They finally realized that the peak heavenly emperor spirit treasure was not so easy to get! 

This young man’s strength in Formation Dao was already stronger than even the vast majority of Eight-

star Formation Gods. 

The only thing he lacked was cultivation realm. 

But, on Eight Void Mountain, this place where powerful restrictions were spread out all over the hills 

and dales. Cultivation realm was directly overlooked. 

The restrictions here were too strong! 

Whoever could make good use of the restrictions here, whoever would be the king here! 

Those able to cultivate to Heavenly Emperor Realm, none were fools. 

They got carried away by the peak heavenly emperor spirit treasure previously and also thought that Ye 

Yuan’s realm was low and easy to bully. That was why they would throw caution to the wind and rush 

up. 

Now, they all knew that Ye Yuan was not some soft persimmon but a tough rock. 

While they themselves were eggs that would break with a bump. 

Everyone spread out, making way for a path. 

But Ye Yuan’s speed of climbing the mountain did not become faster. Instead, it became slower. 

Heavenly Eye three people were looking like they were about to catch up. 

Everyone had strange looks. Only then did they know that they had become cannon fodders without 

rhyme or reason. 

“I suddenly realized that this guy didn’t care at all whether or not there were people fencing him in!” 

“What the f*ck! Those who died are so wronged!” 

“This kid is comprehending formations himself. In the end, we ran up to let him practice. Messing 

around for so long, we’re all air …” 

… … 

At this very moment, the Heavenly Emperors on the mountain had an impulse to vomit blood. 

Only at this time did they understand that it was Ye Yuan himself who slowed him, and not them 

hindering Ye Yuan’s footsteps. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye three people went up the steps. In a twinkle, there was only a distance 

of over 100 feet. 

Shui Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Fine lad, you don’t think anything of us at all!” 



His voice had yet to fade when a stream of divine essence passed through multiple restrictions and 

landed beside them. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye snapped his fingers and annihilated it. 

“Fine lad, this is provoking this emperor! Very well, this Deva wants to see how much capability you 

have, and whether or not you’re qualified to challenge this Deva!” 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye gave a cold cry and returned a blow with a backhand. 

Ye Yuan’s fingertips pointed, resolving it easily. 

The two people’s showdown in magical abilities officially began! 

Both parties were still climbing the mountain continuously, transforming restrictions around them non-

stop. 

While between them, it was separated by a distance of over a hundred feet. At the same time, they 

were also separated by quite a few layers of restrictions. 

With a moment of carelessness, not only would one fail to harm their opponent, but they would also 

instead turn themselves to ashes. 

One stream of divine essence after another fired out continuously. Both parties’ hand movements 

became faster and faster, making people see things in a blur. 

Watching the situation from the side, those Formation Dao grandmasters were all dumbstruck with 

amazement. 

The Formation Dao strength that the two exhibited currently simply took people’s breath away in 

wonder. 

Every move and stance was incredibly ingenious. 

This kind of ingenuity was completely different from martial art moves. 

That was the understanding of Formation Dao, understanding of Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions. 

While at this time, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye finally displayed the fearsome strength of a Deva 

Realm formation path master! 

An existence such as him already pried into the source of Formation Dao, his strength being formidable 

until it made people despair. 

Ye Yuan virtually did not have much strength to fight back under his coercion. 

In the beginning, Ye Yuan could still contend with Heavenly Eye as an equal. 

But along with the passage of time, Ye Yuan’s defensive ring got smaller and smaller. 

Previously, the restrictions that Ye Yuan left behind made Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye succumb. It 

was because Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye harbored underestimation, coupled with the ingenuity of 

Ye Yuan’s skills. 



Actually, there was suspicion of resorting to trickery. 

The might of Deva Realm was simply unimaginable! 

Currently, both parties clashing head-on with the gloves off, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye unleashed 

his powerful strength to the fullest expression of its beauty and form, astounding everyone! 

This was the oppression of cultivation realm! 

“Heh, reckless and blind punk, he probably doesn’t know that the place Fellow Daoist Heavenly Eye 

attained the Dao is Eight Void Mountain! Back then, he gained enlightenment on Formation Dao at Eight 

Void Mountain, becoming a formation path grandmaster in one stroke. Later, he even relied on 

heavenly eye and Formation Dao to transcend the Deva blight tribulation. How can he be placed in the 

same category as an Empyrean Realm brat?” Shui Yuan said with a disdainful look. 

Walking along this way, they repeatedly suffered losses. 

All the way until Heavenly Eye overwhelmed Ye Yuan at this time that they finally had a feeling of 

exaltation upon fulfillment. 

Logically speaking, they were all old monsters who had made a name for themselves for a long time and 

should not be so enraged. 

But along the way, they were led by the nose by an Empyrean Realm junior, and seriously could not 

refrain from exploding anymore. 

Lonesoul also smiled coldly and said, “Fellow Daoist Heavenly Eye knows the restrictions below 3000 

miles like the back of his hand. Does this brat think that by comprehending Dao this short while, he can 

rival a Deva Realm? Too naive!” 

When those Eight-star Formation Gods saw this scene, each and every one of them marveled endlessly, 

feelings of worship arising spontaneously. 

“Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye is too strong! He’s really walking about amidst the restrictions pretty 

much like in his own backyard.” 

“It’s a pity. That kid’s talent is exceedingly high. It’s just that facing a genuine powerhouse, he’s still too 

young and inexperienced!” 

“Tsk tsk, if I can reach Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s heights one day, I can die without regrets!” 

… … 

The might that Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye exhibited was the kind of power that made people 

suffocate. It was strength accumulated over countless years. 

Although they marveled at Ye Yuan’s Formation Dao strength and talent, all this was futile in front of 

absolute strength. 

Even Riverword’s face was ashen too, a look of terror on his face. 

In front of such formidable strength, he could not see any hope. 



Ye Yuan’s defensive range was already being suppressed to the extreme. 

The three of them were akin to a candling flickering in the wind; possible to extinguish at any time. 

At this very moment, Riverword even felt that Ye Yuan was somewhat pompous! 

Correct, it was ‘pompous’ this word! 

They thought that Ye Yuan was too confident in himself, thinking that he could match wits with a Deva 

Realm powerhouse by relying on array formations, even taking the initiative to provoke Heavenly Eye. 

But now, he had his face slapped by Heavenly Eye’s powerful strength. 

Just now, if he was not self-conceited and went upwards to flee for his life, there might be no chances of 

survival. 

But now, they were already latched onto by Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye. Even if they wanted to go, 

they could not leave either. 

Riverword acknowledged that Ye Yuan’s talent was terrifying. But it was precisely this terrifying talent 

that let him lose sight of who he really was, and that he was somewhat ignorant. 

He forgot that he was just over 2000 years old and was only at the Empyrean Realm! 

How could the might of a Deva be provoked? 

Actually, what everyone did not know was the shock in Heavenly Eye’s heart! 

The shock in his heart was already unable to use words to describe. 

Both parties’ showdown in magical abilities was quick until it made people see things in a blur. 

In an instant, they could even fire out ten thousand streams of divine essence to set off restrictions. 

They changed positions non-stop, arriving among new restrictions continuously. 

This kind of switching required incomparably powerful deduction and computational ability. 

One could say that the two of their brains were currently like two teraflops supercomputers operating at 

full power. They would have to experience countless mathematical calculations every second. 

But the problem was, he, Heavenly Eye, was long already thoroughly familiar with these restrictions. 

While it was Ye Yuan’s first time coming into contact with these restrictions! 

In the instant of switching restrictions, Ye Yuan already completely cracked the next restriction. That was 

how he could accomplish a seamless switch. 

Otherwise, as long as there was a bit of slip-up, he would catch the oversight and directly annihilate the 

other party! 

But up until now, he did not find any careless oversights! 

This brat’s computational ability was too terrifying! 



But fortunately, along with the restrictions getting more and more complex, Ye Yuan’s ability was clearly 

falling somewhat short of his wishes. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2256: Paying Back in His Own Coin! 

Such a showdown made people watch until they became bedazzled. 

The Eight-star Formation Gods by the side had long already watched until they were intoxicated. 

Each and every one of them opened their eyes wide, fearful of missing the slightest detail. 

Array formations were dead, people were living. 

The battle of magics between two peak Formation Dao experts was just like an educational competition 

to them. 

How could concentrating on studying here for them be as directly beneficial as watching two top experts 

demonstrating personally? 

The two people changed positions, the height of them scaling got higher and higher. 

Ye Yuan did his best to hold on under Heavenly Eye’s powerful attacks. 

Riverword two people followed behind. Even their breathing was practically about to stop. 

“This kid can really endure it. He’s not dead until now!” 

“Truly a shame. The restrictions in front, I haven’t comprehended yet. I already have no way of keeping 

up with them.” 

“They already fought to the height of 2600 over miles. The restrictions up there are also getting more 

and more dangerous. I reckon that that punk can’t hold on much longer.” 

... ... 

The two people’s showdown in magical abilities already passed eight days and eight nights in a blink. 

During this period, Ye Yuan guarded against Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s frenzied attacks, making 

everyone’s jaws drop. 

In other people’s view, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye had clearly already squeezed Ye Yuan to the 

limit. Ye Yuan had the possibility of tumbling at any time. 

But Ye Yuan held in there just like this for eight days and eight nights! 

During these eight days and eight nights, both parties scaled a height of more than 2000 miles. 

Eight Void Mountain’s array formations, above 2800 miles were Deva Realm grand arrays! 

Except, in the midst of such a confusing battle, nobody discovered that Ye Yuan’s eyes became brighter 

and brighter. 
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In these eight days and eight nights, Ye Yuan’s comprehension of Formation Dao could virtually catch up 

to the total sum of all his previous comprehensions already! 

Over 60 years of comprehending Dao made Ye Yuan’s Formation Dao be remolded anew. 

And these eight days and nights of comprehension let Ye Yuan’s Formation Dao scaled new heights! 

Especially that Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye had an original view of the comprehension of Eight Void 

Mountain’s restrictions. 

Ye Yuan and him battling in magical abilities were equivalent to corroborating his comprehensions with 

the other party. 

The two of their relationship was like an extremely wise master guiding the disciple step by step. 

Ye Yuan’s method of comprehending Formation Dao followed the same pattern as Alchemy Dao. 

These complex to the extreme array formation restrictions were merely just one foundational array 

formation after another in Ye Yuan’s eyes. 

No matter how complicated the array formation, it was merely arranging these foundational array 

formations in an extremely ingenious method, making the power increase greatly from there. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan’s speed of comprehending array formations far surpassed the average person. 

Back then at Fiendflame Mountain, Ye Yuan was able to deconstruct the rank eight grand array with an 

extremely fast speed because of this. 

However, his own comprehension was one aspect. Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s comprehension 

was another aspect. 

Those able to reach Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s boundary all strode out their own ‘Dao’. 

In the eyes of ten thousand people, there were ten thousand stories. 

The same array formation restrictions, the things that different people comprehended were naturally 

different. 

Paying back in his own coin was able to let Ye Yuan’s comprehensions towards these array formations 

be even deeper, and could even pry into the source of the person who set up the formations! 

The reason why he provoked Heavenly Eye, the objective also lay precisely here. 

There was indeed disparity between him and Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye. But the gap between 

them was far smaller than others imagined. 

While Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye was strong until it made people despaired, wanting to kill Ye 

Yuan was absolutely not such an easy matter too. 

At least, one would have to reach the height above 2800 miles too! 

But, when they fought until above 2800 miles, Ye Yuan’s Formation Dao strength was another boundary. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye did not know what it meant, unleashing attacks frenziedly. 



While Ye Yuan fell back little by little, letting Heavenly Eye think that he reached his limit and could 

finish him off very quickly. 

Actually, his current Formation Dao strength could no longer be mentioned in the same breath as when 

he was at the foot of the mountain long ago! 

It was just that nobody knew. 

Everyone thought that Ye Yuan was about to die, but they did not know that he was accumulating 

strength to deal Heavenly Eye three people a lightning blow! 

Ye Yuan did not come to Eight Void Mountain at random. Along the way, he had already planned 

everything out. 

The array formations here were formidable to the extreme. As long as his Formation Dao strength was 

strong enough, he could completely rely on the array formations here to exterminate Deva Realm 

powerhouses! 

And what he wanted to do was to make someone suffer from their own scheme! 

Along the way, Ye Yuan already determined from the clues and inklings that this Heavenly Emperor 

Heavenly Eye was absolutely not to be trifled with. 

Therefore, he did it very carefully. 

Along the way up the mountain, Ye Yuan advanced gradually and entrenched himself at every step, 

feigning an appearance of gradually not being able to hold out. 

He had once laid down array formations, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye should have some 

understanding of his strength. 

If he did it too fiercely, it would give himself away instead. 

Therefore, he used the technique of concealing his strength and let Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye 

think that he was almost reaching his limits little by little. 

He was continuously comprehending array formations. But towards the back, he shrunk his defensive 

circle and let Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye think that his comprehension was getting harder and 

harder. 

But his true strength was advancing by leaps and bounds! 

Shui Yuan and Lonesoul were still unaware. Seeing Ye Yuan’s defensive circle already being compressed 

to the limit, they could not help being greatly excited. 

“Hahaha ... brat, aren’t you very capable? This emperor wants to see when you can last until!” Shui Yuan 

said with a big laugh. 

Lonesoul also said, “Fellow Daoist Heavenly Eye, double up! Make this brat turn to ashes!” 



Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye nodded his head slightly and said in a clear voice, “Boy, the array 

formations here are already almost reaching the limits of Eight-star Formation Gods. Your strength 

should be about this much, right? Any further up and you’ll die beyond a doubt!” 

Roughly 2000 miles, there was the boundary between Eight-star Formation Gods and those who 

surpassed Eight-star Formation Gods. 

Surpassing 2000 miles was the domain of Deva Realm! 

Under this, even if Deva Realm powerhouses accidentally set off restrictions, they could also rely on 

powerful strength to hang in there and not die. 

But any further up and the power of the restrictions would soar exponentially. 

Once a Deva Realm powerhouse set it off, they would die without a doubt! 

Ye Yuan was still unconvinced as he said, “Humph! Three old fogeys! If you have the capabilities, breach 

my defensive circle before talking!” 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye laughed loudly and said, “This Deva comprehended Dao on Eight Void 

Mountain. It’s akin to walking on flat ground below 3000 miles. How can it be something that you, this 

brat, can compare to? Just you watch! This Deva will breach your defensive circle and let you die 

without a burial ground!” 

While talking, Ye Yuan already broke through the distance of 2000 miles. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye laughed loudly, suddenly firing out countless streams of divine essence, 

the power even skyrocketing several times. 

Ye Yuan’s defensive circle was compressed to the extreme all of a sudden. 

In the restrictions that he was at, there was virtually no place to stop for a rest already! 

At this moment, Ye Yuan and the others were placed in jeopardy! 

However, Ye Yuan similarly fired out countless streams of divine essence like mirages, barely managing 

to clear this dangerous hurdle. 

Except, everyone could tell that Ye Yuan probably could not block the next round of attacks anymore. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye three people gave a loud laugh, directly charging past 2800 miles this 

threshold! 

“Brat, prepare to die! Fool, the space above 2000 miles is the place where this emperor can truly put my 

abilities to good use!” Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye gave a cold laugh. The divine essence that fired 

out this time even skyrocketed several times! 

Deva Realm array formations were incomparably complicated. The array elements were naturally in 

abundance too, the points that could set off restrictions naturally became increasingly more. 

At this point, he was a hero with no place to display his prowess! 



However, right at this moment, Ye Yuan’s fingers moved like phantoms, firing out countless streams of 

divine essence. 

The numbers were above Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye! 

The unexpected eruption made the entire Eight Void Mountain fall into shock! 

Chapter 2257: You All Were Wrong!  

“What’s going on here? This brat clearly almost could not make it just now. So why did he suddenly 

erupt?” 

“It turns out that this brat has been hiding his strength all along!” 

“My God! Turns out that his Formation Dao strength already rivals those in the Deva Realm? This boy is 

really a freak!” 

… … 

With one move, people on the entire mountain were amazed! 

The divine essence that Ye Yuan fired out in an instant, it blotted out the skies and covered the earth. 

When Shui Yuan and Lonesoul saw this terrifying scene, they were immediately frightened until their 

complexions turned pale. 

The restrictions above 2000 miles were sufficient to take their lives! 

Ye Yuan taking action at this time was clearly aiming to drive to death. 

“Fellow Daoist Heavenly Eye, save us!” Shui Yuan cried out in alarm. 

The light that filled the sky caught Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye by surprise, making his expression 

change wildly. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s heart shook wildly. He had some understanding of Ye Yuan’s 

Formation Dao strength and felt that it was impossible to reach such a degree! 

Unless … Ye Yuan comprehended even more restrictions on Eight Void Mountain! 

This shock was by no means insignificant! 

How could someone be monstrous to such a degree? 

He actually still had leftover strength to comprehend Dao under his frenzied bombardment? 

Furthermore, what Ye Yuan comprehended was not a little bit, but leaps and bounds! 

A qualitative leap! 

If Ye Yuan previously had half a foot stepped into the gate of ‘Dao,’ then now, he truly entered the 

domain of Dao! 

However, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye was ultimately a Deva Realm major power. Although he was 

startled, he did not panic! 



It was only to see Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye repeatedly snap his fingers, firing out countless 

streams of divine essence in an instant, neutralizing the restrictions that Ye Yuan fired out. 

“Fine lad! You’re truly cunning to the extreme. Even this emperor almost succumbed too! However … 

want to turn the situation around with this? Dream on!” Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye gave a cold 

laugh and said disdainfully. 

He knew the restrictions above these 2000 miles like the back of his hands. So how could he lose to a 

junior? 

The killing traps above these 2000 miles were like child’s play to him. 

Crack! 

Right at this moment, a shocking bolt of lightning suddenly fell. 

The pale-white lightning tore across the sky. It was as if rending the sky into two. 

Horrifying power, the explosive clap of thunder, shocked until everyone suddenly jumped 

There were a few Eight-star Formation Gods who almost stepped on the wrong nodes and almost set off 

restrictions. 

This scene came too suddenly, abrupt until everyone did not react to it. 

Rumble! 

This shocking bolt of lightning landed on Heavenly Eye three people’s bodies with an inconceivably swift 

speed. 

“Urgh!” 

The three people gave a muffled groan, akin to being struck by five thunderbolts, instantly blasting them 

into a daze. 

Receiving such a fierce blow, the three great Deva Realms’ auras immediately withered significantly. 

Especially Heavenly Emperor Lonesoul, his body was practically dissipating under this strike. 

Although he stabilized his figure in the end by relying on his powerful strength, his body became 

incomparably illusory all at once. 

Heavenly Emperor Lonesoul was a soul body and was most afraid of lightning. 

Ordinary lightning was nothing, but how could the power of this Deva Realm array formation be 

ordinary? 

As for the other two people, they were a little better than him but also suffered heavy damage. 

It was just that this scene, in everyone’s eyes, was even more shocking than that bolt of lightning just 

now. 

The restriction was triggered! 



Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye, this formation path grandmaster, actually lost to an Empyrean Realm 

junior in a battle of formation! 

This turnaround was too astonishing, resulting in everyone forgetting their thoughts for a moment. 

A second ago, Ye Yuan was already in the throes of his deathbed struggle. 

The next second, he actually dealt a superb major turnaround, setting off a Deva Realm restriction! 

The entire Eight Void Mountain fell into death-like silence. 

Riverword stared dumbfoundedly with amazement. He opened his mouth wide and looked at Ye Yuan, 

an expression like he had seen a ghost. It was as if it was his first time knowing him. 

“H-Heavenly Eye lost?” He still did not quite dare to believe it. 

“Is my eyesight failing? Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye is a legendary figure of Eight Void Mountain. He 

… He was actually defeated?” 

“Just what kind of person is this boy? His Formation Dao attainments are also too terrifying, right?” 

“A puny little Empyrean boy actually seriously wounded a Deva Realm powerhouse! This incident … will 

likely become the Eight Void Mountain’s new legend!” 

… … 

The surrounding Eight-star Formation Gods all used astonished gazes to look at Ye Yuan, sucking in cold 

breaths. 

Ye Yuan looked at Heavenly Eye and said with a cold smile, “Akin to walking on flat ground below 3000 

miles? Huhu, I think not, right?” 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye comprehended Dao at 3000 miles and knew the restrictions below 

3000 miles like the back of his hand. 

Just earlier, he was still saying that it was akin to walking on flat ground below 3000 miles. 

But in a blink, he had his face slapped by this bolt of lightning. 

Suffering this blow, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s powers were immediately more than half gone. 

However, Deva Realm powerhouses were indeed formidable to the extreme. The restriction that Ye 

Yuan exhausted all his ability to detonate was actually unable to kill them. 

Heavenly Eye was very weak, but he had puzzlement all over his face as he said, “This … How is this 

possible? I clearly already cracked all of them!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “You think that you know the array formations here. But actually … you don’t 

understand them at all! Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions are far more impressive than what you can 

imagine!” 

Heavenly Eye’s pupils constricted, even more confused. 



“You all definitely think that Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions are one connected to another. As long as 

you comprehend all of these restrictions, even if you crack the restrictions, you can scale Eight Void 

Mountain unceasingly,” Ye Yuan said in a clear voice. 

Many Eight-star Formation Gods secretly nodded their heads but had curious looks. Could it be that it 

was not like this? 

“You are all wrong! This Eight Void Mountain’s grand array is a living grand array! On the same flat 

surface, there are countless kinds of restrictions, and they aren’t fixed and unchangeable! When you 

crack a restriction, actually, you’re still inside another restriction! Different combination methods will 

form restrictions with varying powers! Therefore, when you’re standing on a node, it might be the 

intersection point of many restrictions! These intersection points are just the formation eyes of many 

array formations, it’s just able to let you pass through safely, that’s all! But, comprehending the 

formations like this, it’s impossible for you guys to ever walk to the summit!” 

Ye Yuan’s words were akin to thunderbolts falling on their heads, exploding in everyone’s ears. 

Powerhouses that could walk to 2700 and 2800 miles, which one was not a distinguished talent in 

Formation Dao? 

Whether or not Ye Yuan’s words made sense, they were clear at once! 

If this Eight Void Mountain’s array formations were formed by countless nodes, linking up a few of the 

nodes would be a restriction. 

What they comprehended were the restrictions after these few nodes were linked up. 

But, actually, these points were merely just a shared node used by several restrictions! 

The things that they comprehended were too surface-level! 

“Wrong! We were all wrong!” 

“Ah! So that’s how it is! So that’s how it is! My many years of comprehending Formation Dao was really 

utterly wasted!” 

“I understand! I thought that my Formation Dao is already close to Dao, but only now do I know that I 

know nothing at all! This emperor will descend the mountain right away and comprehend Dao from the 

beginning!” 

… … 

Quite a few Eight-star Formation Gods actually went straight down the mountain. 

Ye Yuan’s words were akin to being filled with wisdom, letting them understand the crux involved all at 

once. 

Only then did they understand that turns out, the things that they comprehended all along were nothing 

at all! 

At the same time, there were some people with vacant looks. 



Something that was upheld for so many years being denied, this sort of blow could be imagined. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye had a lifeless look. 

His countless years of pride, it was shattered to smithereens at this instant! 

Chapter 2258: Pursuing 3000 miles!  

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye comprehending Dao on Eight Void Mountain was once a legend of this 

place. 

Comprehending Dao at 3000 miles, this was not what anybody could accomplish. 

But, after 3000 miles, he was unable to go an inch further. 

He thought that this was him encountering a bottleneck. 

It turned out that he was wrong from the very start! 

“Brat, consider yourself ruthless! This score today, this Deva has remembered it! After I recover my 

strength, I’ll definitely tear your corpse to pieces!” 

Shui Yuan yelled coldly, turned to Heavenly Eye again, and said, “Fellow Daoist Heavenly Eye, what are 

you still in a daze for? Still not going, waiting for death?” 

Actually, Shui Yuan was extremely displeased in his heart. He expended a huge price to invite Heavenly 

Eye. He did not expect that this guy was a pewter spearhead that shone silver; impressive looking but 

useless. 

Pursuing for miles, in the end, he actually lost to an Empyrean Realm brat in a battle of magical abilities. 

Of course, he did not dare to go too overboard right now. Want to walk out of Eight Void Mountain, he 

still had to rely on Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye. 

He naturally knew that Ye Yuan was extremely monstrous, but he just could not swallow this grievance 

in his heart. 

How awe-inspiring were Deva Realm powerhouses? But they lost at the hands of an Empyrean Realm 

brat, and it was even in front of so many powerhouses, this made him utterly lose face! 

The moment Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye heard, he was filled with fear. 

This place was not a place to stay for long! 

“Go!” Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye did not hesitate in the slightest, turning around and leaving. 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Looks like you haven’t figured out the situation yet! You wouldn’t think 

that I’d watch you guys go down the mountain just like this, right?” 

The three people felt their scalps tingle, walking down the mountain frenziedly. 

But under the heavy restrictions, how could they speed up? 



Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest, firing out countless streams of divine essence in an instant, 

detonating the restrictions around the three great Deva Realms. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s scalp tingled, not daring to dawdle in the slightest, neutralizing Ye 

Yuan’s attacks frenziedly. 

But Ye Yuan’s comprehension of Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions had long already flung him several 

streets behind. So how could he block? 

Rumble! 

Rumble! 

Rumble! 

For some time, lightning, ice, raging fires, sword lights, so on and so forth, all sorts of restrictions 

suddenly exploded. 

Terrifying energy undulations reverberated in the mountains, making the powerhouses around the 

mountains palpitating with anxiety and fear. 

Three great Deva Realm powerhouses completely did not have the strength to fight back under Ye 

Yuan’s pursuit. 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye was virtually about to vomit blood. His defense was like paper paste in 

front of Ye Yuan. 

But he could not stop defending. 

If he gave up resisting, Ye Yuan would detonate even more restrictions. 

At that time, with all kinds of restrictions being all summoned over, the power would be several times, 

even several dozen times than now. 

Although the restrictions below 2800 miles were not comparable to Deva Realm, the power was 

extremely strong too. 

Plus, the three people were already seriously injured. The power of the restrictions was magnified 

infinitely. 

However, they were Deva Realm powerhouses in the end. Unleashing all of their power, they actually 

barely managed to withstand the impact of the restrictions. 

Of course, their injuries were also continuously worsening. 

Eight Void Mountain’s powerhouses watched until they stared dumbfoundedly and their mouths agape. 

An Empyrean Realm hunted three great Deva Realm powerhouses until there was no road to heaven 

and no gate into the earth. This scene was absolutely an unprecedentedly rare sight. 

This kind of powerhouse, which one wasn’t an existence that shocked the world? 

But under Ye Yuan’s invincible might, they were thrown into a panic. 



Rumble! 

Suddenly, another bolt of lightning landed. 

Heavenly Emperor Lonesoul let out a tragic cry, his figure no longer able to maintain, completely 

dissipating between heaven and earth. 

A Deva Realm peerless powerhouse of his generation was dead! He fell in Eight Void Mountain just like 

that! 

“I actually witnessed the demise of a Deva Realm powerhouse today!” 

“How many years has it been that we’ve heard of a Deva Realm powerhouse dying? This young man is 

too terrifying!” 

“After today, the entire Heavenspan World will probably tremble because of it!” 

… … 

Witnessing the fall of a Deva Realm powerhouse made all the powerhouses sigh incessantly. 

Such a powerhouse was originally the strongest existence in the world, virtually having undying bodies! 

What could make them perish was also just the most terrifying Deva blight tribulation in this world. 

At least, they had to die at the hands of a Deva Second Blight powerhouse and above too. 

But Heavenly Emperor Lonesoul died in the hands of an Empyrean Realm junior. 

Heavenly Emperor Lonesoul was originally a ghost path powerhouse, his cultivation being immensely 

formidable. 

But no matter how strong he was, he also had the weakness of ghost path powerhouses. It was being 

utterly restrained by extreme yang and indomitable things. 

Actually, cultivating to Heavenly Emperor Lonesoul’s kind of realm, the lightning laws that could 

threaten him were already exceedingly few. 

Yet, this place was Eight Void Mountain, the apex of Formation Dao! 

The might of the restrictions here were seldomly seen in the world. 

He was struck by the restriction lightning consecutively. So how was there the logic of not dying? 

Rather, it was the other two people who were much tougher than him. 

But at this point, they were already extremely weak as well. 

“No way! Carrying on like this, I’ll die here too! Shui Yuan this fool, just what kind of a terrifying fellow 

did he provoke? I got scammed badly by him this time! Bringing him along now is just a burden. I can’t 

continue like this anymore!” 

Heavenly Eye was burning with anxiety. Bringing along two people previously, he was certainly not Ye 

Yuan’s match. 



But now, he already could not quite hold out under Ye Yuan’s savage bombardment. 

Thinking up to here, he no longer hesitated and cried out coldly, “Heavenly eye, open!” 

By the side, Heavenly Emperor Shui Yuan was caught off-guard and only felt his divine soul suddenly 

suffer a heavy blow from a sledgehammer, making him feel drowsy. 

“Heavenly Eye, you!” 

He only had time to say three words and was struck flying by Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye with one 

palm. 

Suddenly, countless restrictions exploded on his body. 

Heavenly Emperor Shui Yuan was originally already seriously wounded. Currently, his divine soul 

suffered heavy damage as well. So how could he still withstand the bombardment of these restrictions? 

Without Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s lead, it was like he stepped on countless land mines. There 

was nowhere to hide at all. 

In a single breath, he was blown by countless restrictions into a pile of minced meat! 

Another Deva Realm powerhouse fell! 

It was just that Shui Yuan did not die at Ye Yuan’s hands. Instead, he died at Heavenly Emperor Heavenly 

Eye’s hands. 

The world of martial artists was so cruel. Faced with imminent disaster, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye 

directly pushed his own people into the fire pit. 

“Hiss … What vicious means!” 

When everyone saw this scene, each and every one of them could not help drawing a cold breath. 

Without these two people hindering, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye’s speed suddenly sped up. 

Among the three people, he was the least injured. 

Heavenly Eye was a Deva Realm formation path master in the end. His Formation Dao strength was 

formidable to the extreme. He could naturally neutralize the majority of the restrictions’ power. 

Now, without Shui Yuan two people dragging him down, his speed suddenly accelerated. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell slightly, he still underestimated this guy in the end. 

The further down, the weaker the power of the restrictions, and the smaller the harm to Heavenly Eye 

naturally too. 

As long as he could endure until below 2000 miles, it would be very hard for Ye Yuan to cause 

substantial harm to him anymore. 

Among the three people, the most troublesome one was Heavenly Eye instead. Ye Yuan naturally did 

not want to let him off. 



Even if did not kill, he also wanted to inflict serious wounds, making him unable to recover within a short 

time. 

Otherwise, being targeted by a Deva Realm powerhouse all day, Ye Yuan would find it hard to eat and 

sleep. 

The two people, one chased and one fled. They arrived at the foot of the mountain in a blink of an eye. 

“Brat, hide in Eight Void Mountain for all your life if you have the capability! As long as you leave Eight 

Void Mountain, this Deva will definitely tear your corpse to pieces!” 

Upon exiting Eight Void Mountain, Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye suddenly became light, fleeing like 

flying. 

Before leaving, he even left behind harsh words. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell, and he said to Riverword, “Senior, lend the bow to me!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2259: Substituting Arrow With Sword! 

Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye fleeing Eight Void Mountain was akin to the tiger returning to the 

mountains, a fish entering the seas! 

As long as he recovered slightly, with Ye Yuan’s bit of strength, he could just wait to be slaughtered, 

unless he could attain Dao in Eight Void Mountain. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Riverword’s expression changed, and he said, “The Limitless God Killing Bow’s 

power is extremely strong, but your strength ...” 

Ye Yuan said, “Relax! I have a score in my heart! Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye is too strong. I can’t let 

him leave!” 

Riverword’s gaze glimmered and he said with a nod, “Okay, you be careful!” 

After talking, he did not hesitate either, taking out the Limitless God Killing Bow. He passed it to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan did not say a word, removing the restrictions on the bow in no time flat. A terrifying surge of 

power engulfed the wildness! 

The entire Eight Void Mountain was stunned by the Limitless God Killing Bow’s horrifying aura. 

“Dao artifact! It’s a Dao artifact! What terrifying power, no wonder the three of them pursued until 

here!” When someone saw the Limitless God Killing Bow, even the pitch of their voice changed. 

A terrifying backlash force gushed out of the Limitless God Killing Bow, wanting to kill Ye Yuan like killing 

those Heavenly Emperors. 

But right then, an even more majestic and imposing aura suddenly released from Ye Yuan’s body, 

suppressing the Limitless God Killing Bow’s power. 

That was the pressure of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain! 
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Dao artifact! The reason why it was called Dao artifact was that the powerful Dao accumulations hidden 

inside were akin to Heavenly Dao personally descending. 

But any Dao artifact still paled in comparison when in front of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain! 

The Limitless God Killing Bow’s haughtiness that had just shown its head was thoroughly suppressed by 

Ye Yuan. 

All this was quietly completed in the instant that Ye Yuan gripped the Limitless God Killing Bow. 

Bystanders did not detect it at all. 

When everyone saw this scene, they could not help turning pale with fright. Riverword even had a look 

of astonishment. 

Such a precious treasure, there was simply no way of controlling if one’s strength was not up to par. 

But Ye Yuan actually did not suffer the least bit of backlash when holding it in his hand. 

In fact, he felt fear, this emotion, from the Limitless God Killing Bow! 

This made him feel extremely absurd! 

Why would a Dao artifact fear an Empyrean? 

But the more he denied it, the stronger this feeling got. 

Ye Yuan gripped the Limitless God Killing Bow in his hand, his aura instantly skyrocketed to the peak. 

It was as if the enormous Eight Void Mountain only had him alone left! 

“Sword, come!” 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out and beckoned, countless divine essence gathered over from all directions, 

forming a light sword! 

Bow arched, sword notched! 

These movements were completed in one go, akin to floating clouds and flowing water – natural and 

smooth. 

Eight Void Mountain’s powerhouses were already dumbstruck with amazement. Ye Yuan actually 

substituted the arrow with a sword by condensing a sword with the power of source! 

Every element was not something that should happen to a martial artist at Ye Yuan’s realm. 

Yet, these impossible things gathered onto his person alone! 

Ye Yuan’s essence, energy, and spirit poured into the Limitless God Killing Bow crazily. However, a Dao 

artifact was a Dao artifact after all. 

All the strength in Ye Yuan’s body was virtually depleted in an instant. 

While he merely only pulled an extremely small angle on the Limitless God Killing Bow. 

But just this extremely small angle was sufficient! 



“Go!” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold cry, fingers letting go slightly. The light sword disappeared with a swoosh. 

Rumble! 

A breath later, an astonishing loud boom came from the distance. 

Talking about it was slow, but actually, from when Heavenly Eye left to Ye Yuan chasing after, then to 

drawing the bow and releasing the arrow, it was merely several breaths time. 

With Heavenly Eye’s current speed, it was merely a distance of several million miles. 

This distance did not count as far at all to a Dao artifact’s arrow. 

Ye Yuan’s divine sense was constantly locked hard onto him. With this arrow tearing across the sky, it 

arrived in an instant. 

A Dao artifact coupled with Ye Yuan’s sword of source, how astonishing was the power? 

No need to look, Ye Yuan also knew that Heavenly Eye would have to recuperate for more than a 

thousand years even if he did not die this time. 

The entire mountain was silent. Everyone put down the things in their hands and looked at this young 

man who was a nobody. 

In several days, among the three great Deva Realm powerhouses, two were dead and one was seriously 

injured. 

This proud battle achievement was sufficient to be written in the annals of history! 

Thinking back now, everyone also felt like they were dreaming. 

“Just what kind of freak is this boy? This emperor has comprehended on Dao at Eight Void Mountain for 

many years and it simply can’t compare to his measly few days!” 

“Not only is his comprehension ability exceptional, but he can also even suppress Dao artifacts and 

comprehend the source of Sword Dao! How can there be such a monstrous person in this world?” 

“This boy clearly has a Dao artifact in his hands. But why do I actually not have the desire to snatch it 

over?” 

“Dealing with him must have a surefire plan! Once you can’t kill him, the consequences will be 

catastrophic!” 

... ... 

Eight Void Mountain was the holy land of the formation path, the hidden lucky chances were countless. 

The powerhouses that come here to comprehend formations and excavate treasures were too many to 

enumerate. Even high-level Heavenly Emperors were not in the minority too. 

It was just that these few days, Ye Yuan and Heavenly Eye two parties sent the Eight Void Mountain into 

a tizzy. 



Seeing Ye Yuan cut down Deva Realms overwhelmingly, this kind of impact was seriously too strong, 

resulting in the treasure being in front, but they did not dare to have designs on it. 

A few days ago, the people who had designs on it had all already turned to dust. 

Even Deva Realm powerhouses died, let alone them? 

Of course, there were quite a few people who saw that Ye Yuan was debilitated, their gazes revealing 

murderous gleams too. 

But no one dared to come forward. 

The place where Ye Yuan was located was at the fringe of the restrictions. He could enter Eight Void 

Mountain at any time. 

Inside restrictions, Ye Yuan was close to invincible! 

The high altitudes of Eight Void Mountain naturally had several Deva Realm experts hidden too. 

Originally, the fight here had nothing to do with them, they could not be bothered either. 

But that instant when Ye Yuan took out the Limitless God Killing Bow, there were still quite a few people 

who were moved. 

It was just that there was still nobody who dared to take action. 

The overturned cart in front was a warning for those people behind. Ruining one’s cultivation base for a 

Dao artifact was not worth it! 

“Go, up the mountain!” 

Ye Yuan threw the Limitless God Killing Bow back to Riverword and swallowed medicinal pills himself, 

rapidly restoring his physical strength. 

But leaving Eight Void Mountain at this time was clearly not a wise move. 

Eight Void Mountain’s powerhouses were too many, rashly leaving without recovering to peak state was 

equivalent to a lamb walking into the tiger’s mouth. 

Right now, everyone was looking at him. It was hard to guarantee that people would not be moved. 

Being stimulated by Ye Yuan previously, quite a few middle and late-stage Heavenly Emperor 

powerhouses all went straight down the mountain and comprehended on Dao from the beginning. 

At this time, there were quite a lot of powerhouses at the foot of the mountain too. 

As for those with weak strength at the foot of the mountain, they were currently quaking in their boots. 

After all, Dao artifact this sort of thing, the power was truly too great! 

Ye Yuan holding the Limitless God Killing Bow in his hand earlier, there was even a misconception that 

he could shoot through this sky! 



That arrow earlier, people reckoned that even a First Firmament Heavenly Emperor would find it very 

hard to receive. 

This arrow also let Ye Yuan have a clear understanding of how terrifying Dao artifacts were. No wonder 

so many people would be moved. 

Ye Yuan brought the two people and went straight up to 2800 miles. 

it was only to see him repeatedly snap his fingers, the power of restrictions suddenly erupted. 

This scene gave everyone a fright. 

“What’s he doing? Committing suicide?” Someone cried out in surprise. 

But, in the next instant, Eight Void Mountain’s spiritual energy suddenly surged, gathering over toward 

Ye Yuan this side. 

At the 3000 miles area, a Deva Realm formation path expert had a stunned look as he said in shock, 

“This ... Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions can still be played like this? Looks like this Deva was really 

ridiculously wrong these few years!” 

It turned out that the Eight Void Mountain’s restriction that Ye Yuan triggered was actually a Spirit 

Gathering Grand Array! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2260: Sorry About It 

“It can still be used like this?” 

“I never knew that Eight Void Mountain’s restrictions can even trigger a Spirit Gathering Grand Array!” 

“A Spirit Gathering Grand Array above 2800 miles, the power is extraordinary! This boy is going to break 

through!” 

... ... 

Eight Void Mountain had always been synonymous with danger. Under the powerful restrictions here, 

no idea how many powerhouses fell here. 

But they had never heard that the restrictions here could still be used as a Spirit Gathering Grand Array! 

They suddenly discovered that Ye Yuan was already not comprehending array formation. 

He was playing with array formations! 

Ingenuity in varying tactics depends on mother wit! 

Clearly, Ye Yuan comprehending Dao here already gained the true essence of the Eight Void Mountain’s 

formation path. 

On the contrary, they were cautious in taking every step here, akin to treading on thin ice, fearful of 

setting off restrictions. 

What they comprehended was just extremely superficial Formation Dao. 
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Around 2800 miles and above Spirit Gathering Grand Array, the spiritual energy was incomparably 

abundant, forming a thick fog around Ye Yuan. 

He brought Riverword and Wild Blade to a safe place outside the fog and said, “You guys help to guard 

me.” 

After talking, he entered inside the fog. 

Under such thick spiritual energy, Ye Yuan’s strength that was drained was in the midst of rapidly 

recovering. 

He sat within the restrictions, both eyes tightly shut. 

He was comprehending the Formation Dao comprehensions along the way! 

Ye Yuan fought his way up to 2800 miles all the way from the foot of the mountain. The things acquired 

were not just exterminating Deva Realms. 

Eight Void Mountain’s grand arrays were like a vast ocean. 

The more he navigated, the more unfathomable he felt. 

With Ye Yuan coming up all the way, he had a lot of comprehension and needed time to digest a bit. 

While at this time, the chaos world within Ye Yuan’s body finally could not hold back and started 

expanding once again. 

Within Ye Yuan’s body, his cultivation method started operating on its own. He started advancing 

toward the late-stage Chaos Realm. 

All of his mind and body were put into comprehending Formation Dao. 

This comprehension was seven years long! 

In seven years’ time, Ye Yuan finally fully comprehended the Formation Dao in 2800 miles. 

“Unknowingly, already reached late-stage Chaos Realm, there’s only a step away from grand completion 

Chaos Realm. Looks like I absorbed quite a bit of spiritual energy during these seven years!” 

Ye Yuan removed the restriction and scattered the fog, everything returned to tranquility. 

Suddenly, he discovered one resentful gaze after another currently looking over towards him. 

“Mn? All looking at me like this for what? I didn’t seem to have offended them, right?” Ye Yuan said with 

a curious look. 

Wild Blade had a strange expression as he said, “Young Master, you didn’t offend them? These seven 

years, this mountain full of powerhouses have all been offended by you.” 

Seeing Ye Yuan have a blank look, Riverword added on with a bitter smile and said, “Your array 

formation virtually plundered all the spiritual energy. These seven years, the powerhouses on the whole 

mountain were unable to cultivate.” 

Ye Yuan only cared about closed-seclusion back then and did not think that much. 



During these seven years, he absorbed more than a significant amount of spiritual energy. 

The array formations above 2800 miles, their power rivaled Deva Realm! 

Such a Spirit Gathering Grand Array, how horrifying was the power? 

Ye Yuan’s current realm was roughly equivalent to peak Eighth Firmament Empyrean. 

He also did not think, with the Chaos Heavenspan Canon’s freakish refining ability, being able to let him 

break through two minor boundaries in a row, how great the capacity of spiritual energy did that 

require? 

Eight Void Mountain’s spiritual energy was extremely abundant. Furthermore, the further up, the 

thicker the spiritual energy. 

Ye Yuan’s Spirit Gathering Grand Array was too unreasonable. The spiritual energy above, it could not 

snatch any at all. So it only snatched the spiritual energy below. 

The major powers who comprehend Formation Dao here, those were all calculated with tens of 

thousands of years. 

They cultivated while comprehending Dao here. But Ye Yuan drained the spiritual energy that they 

cultivated dry, how could they not be resentful? 

But these Heavenly Emperors did not dare to offend Ye Yuan either, afraid that he would smite them 

with a bolt of lightning. 

There was no choice. They could only endure and hope that he would finish cultivating soon. 

Who knew that this guy was really shameless. The moment he cultivated, it was seven years! 

These seven years, the cultivation of the powerhouses below 2800 miles virtually did not make the 

slightest improvement! 

The resentment of the mountain full of powerhouses grew increasingly heavier. Riverword and Wild 

Blade almost could not bear it anymore. 

If Ye Yuan still did not wake up, they almost could not resist taking the initiative to wake Ye Yuan up 

anymore. 

Ye Yuan yawned and said with cupped fists, “Seniors, sorry about it. This Ye was comprehending Dao 

here and forgot the time for a moment, truly sorry.” 

Said that he was sorry, Ye Yuan completely did not have an apologetic appearance. 

He relied on his ability to seize spiritual energy. So who did he bothered? 

This Eight Void Mountain was not opened by someone, right? Who set the rules to prohibit cultivation 

here? 

Ye Yuan was not an overbearing person, it was not worthwhile for him to blame himself for this sort of 

thing. 



Breaking through two minor realms in seven years, he was still very satisfied. 

On Eight Void Mountain, the group of Heavenly Emperors dared to get angry but did not dare to speak. 

Fortunately, it was only seven years. If Ye Yuan comprehended for 80 to 100 years here, they might as 

well go down the mountain. 

At this time, a figure slowly walked down from on top of the mountain. 

“It’s Heavenly Emperor Xiu Yun! What’s he finding that surnamed Ye for?” 

“Heavenly Emperor Xiu Yun is Eight Void Mountain’s legend, an existence above 3500 miles, even more 

fearsome than Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye! Could it be that he’s looking for trouble? Heh, there’s a 

good show to watch now!” 

“Want to find trouble, he would have long gone for it. Why would he wait for that surnamed Ye to finish 

cultivating?” 

... ... 

The moment this figure came out, it immediately caused a stir. 

Heavenly Emperor Xiu Yun was a terrifying existence above 3500 miles, his cultivation being terrifying to 

the extreme. 

Existences the likes of Heavenly Emperor Heavenly Eye had to bow their heads in submission in front of 

him too. 

Heavenly Emperor Xiu Yun slowly walked to the vicinity of Ye Yuan and opened his mouth and said, “This 

old man is Xiu Yun. Little Friend Ye finished cultivating. So are you going down the mountain?” 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said, “I’m Ye Yuan, offering greetings to Senior Xiu Yun. What Senior said 

is right. This Ye is just about to go down the mountain!” 

Xiu Yun said, “Little Friend Ye’s Formation Dao can move the gods, making this old man admire 

endlessly. I wonder where Little Friend Ye was taught? This old man wants to find a time to go and 

exchange views with Little Friend Ye. I wonder if I can?” 

The moment these words came out, the audience burst into an uproar! 

Heavenly Emperor Xiu Yun, what kind of proud existence was he? He actually humbled himself in making 

acquaintances! 

Furthermore, his tone did not seem like addressing a junior, but like he was talking to a peer. 

Clearly, he felt that Ye Yuan already had this qualification! 

Toward such existences, Ye Yuan was long already used to it and naturally would not feel any feeling of 

being overwhelmed by an unexpected favor. 

At once, Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said with a smile, “This Ye came from Southern Border’s Heavenly 

Eagle Bodhidharma. If Senior Xiu Yun is interested in coming, I’ll naturally feel greatly honored by your 

gracious presence. Alright, this Ye still have important matters. I’ll take my leave first” 



Xiu Yun nodded slightly and said, “Southern Border’s Heavenly Eagle Bodhidharma, is it? Okay, this old 

man has noted it down.” 

At this time, he suddenly said in a clear voice, “If you all covet Little Friend Ye’s Dao artifact, it’s 

becoming enemies with this Deva!” 

This voice instantly spread throughout Eight Void Mountain. 

The Heavenly Emperors who had formidable strength were actually eager for action in their hearts 

already. 

After all, the allure of a Dao artifact was too strong! 

Furthermore, as long as Ye Yuan left Eight Void Mountain’s powerful restrictions, he was just a measly 

little Empyrean Realm brat. 

With their late-stage Heavenly Emperor strength, why would they care about an Empyrean? 

But this sentence from Heavenly Emperor Xiu Yun immediately dispelled their thoughts. 

Ye Yuan could be offended, but Heavenly Emperor Xiu Yun? They could not afford to offend the latter! 


